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Phite club quick guide rs3

This article has a short guide to find here. Fast guides provide a brief summary of the steps you need to complete. Phite Club is a fifth-century quest which was released with the city of Menafos. Review edit source start edit source Osman shows that he now has evidence of his line Talk to Hassan in the shopping area and he will ask for your help. He asks Ehsan for a short time of
solitude, and she sticks her fingers in her ears. Osman appears, asks you how you see the city, and that your reputation with its leaders has given him a great opportunity to infiltrate after his exile. Osman reveals the dark secrets of the city and reveals his plans not only to overthrow the usurpers on the throne, but also to restore social justice. One small favored edit source editing
elements are needed: One empty space in the inventory for Osman Ozana's Mask shows that he has a secret deal with Ehsan. Talk to her. She says she will help in the coup if she retains her position and power, in addition to new influence in the city. Hassan says that Osman had already promised her these things. Finally, she asks you to talk to Vadud about some port workers
who are on strike because of unfair wages. Wadud 'edit source editing) Talk to Wadud in a pub in the Port area. He tells you he knows about the coup, but not what Osman wants from him. Vadud agrees, wanting social change in the city, and believing Osman will be the lesser of two evils. However, he wants you to find people willing to load up on his ships from now on, as his
sailors don't like men's work. He's asking you to talk to the workers. Batali edited the source Talk to Batal next to the fire in the Worker's area. He tells you about the job crisis in his neighborhood and how his people are starving and fearing the loss of what few jobs they have. You tell him about osman's revolution, and he is skeptical, but agrees to take part in the coup, provided
that the workers can retire as soon as they reach a certain age, as other castes do. To do this, they must be given imperial signs from the pharaoh, but recently he stopped this tradition. He asks you to speak to those in the Imperial District to resume these ancient proceedings. Ahomete (editing source) Talk to Ahomomet in the Imperial District. You tell her about the coup, and
she's dismayed that you're going to talk so brazenly and openly about it. She agrees, however, that he is unfit for government, admitting that she has seen him fall into psychosis, and to lose touch with his people and the city. Its only condition is that the coup was bloodless, insisting that the pharaoh receive the mental help he needs. You acknowledge that Osman is also so she's
bloodless, and she agrees as long as you can get the other city leaders on board with a coup. It comes with yet another single condition, this time you're bringing Jack rush to justice. Osan (edited by editing source) in Ozan in the lobby of the interchangeable tombs. You inform him of what's going on and ask if you can take him prisoner. He refuses and gives you his hood and
insists that you cover him with blood to make it look like he's dead. When completing the deals, use an Ozan mask with a bucket of blood next to a fish stall in the shopping area to exude her blood. Give the blood-covered mask to Ozan Ahomomet in the imperial district. She's shocked that you killed him, but she's impressed that you claimed to have buried his body. It gives you
imperial signs. Give Batalu signs to the working area. He thanks you and promises to pass them on to the most worthy. He gives you a certificate of employment, promising to send your best and brightest workers to Vadud. Give a certificate to Vadud in the port area. He says he will ensure the workers' strikes are brought to an end, and directs you to Ehsan. Talk to Ehsan back in
the shopping area, who tells you that she has already received word that the strikes have stopped. She gives her full support. Confronting Pharaoh (edit the source of the editing) Read carefully before embarking on a subsequent battle. It is recommended to use in range or magic, and bring a shark or better food, along with prayer potions and beast burdens familiar (war turtle or
better) as some players may unexpectedly take a lot of harm during combat. Talk to Hassan to teleport to the throne room. When you arrive, the leaders of the factions of cities will watch as you fight from the far corners of the room. Pharaoh will be furious with the faction leaders trying to overthrow him and send four palace guards. Two use magic and the other two use melee;
they are incapable of performing abilities. Melee guards have 20,000 health, while the Wizards have 25,000. Battle with the Pharaoh Once they are dead, you will reach the checkpoint, if you are conced by food, make sure to quickly teleport from the Throne Room to resupply before participating in the next battle. You don't have to fight the menado palace guards again. Pharaoh
will come to you with 150,000 life points. It can be relatively difficult if you are not ready and will play powerful magic attacks, making protecting prayer from magic very useful during battle. Battle of the Pharaoh will apply corruption identical to Sophanem Slayer Dungeon, so bring the feathers of Ma'at to clean it and reduce the damage taken, and it spreads the green fire that can
cause 1000 damage to the tick, so make sure to move around a lot. If you die here, it is not a safe death; your tombstone will appear in the Imperial District, west of the entrance to the Tomb. He has three different special attacks that he uses after every 3 auto attacks. First, a damaged fire attack that randomly covers parts of the field when it screams: There's nowhere you Can
Run!, which deals 1000 damage per tick. This attack can be the most unpredictable, so make sure you are healed enough to least endure some damage if you happen to stand on fire and move away from it as fast as you can. Second attack, he screams either Knee! or the Usurpers! And stuns you, deal 100 damage, which quickly increases by 100 until you break free. Use
Liberty to remove the stun, or waiting after its third automatic attack to block it. Final Attack : Feel the wrath of the gods!. He will hit 3 magical attacks in a row deal anywhere from 1000-2000 damage each. Protection/Deflect magic significantly reduces damage, running around also helps to interrupt quick damage from attack. Losing about half of his life points, there will be a small
scene where the pharaoh takes off his mask. He will cause fire around him for a short time, making hand-to-hand combat difficult, and his magical attacks will now hit harder - the defense against magic will help reduce incoming damage as well as run around during his 3 quick magic attacks. The finale of Edit The Source Osman kills the pharaoh When you beat him, the pharaoh
tells you that once, he prayed to the gods of the desert to help him rule, but the only one to answer his prayers was Amascut, who corrupted him. His corruption Amascut has been abolished and wishes you to make a decision. He realizes that what he did was terrible, and pleads for mercy in redeeming his sins. At this stage you can decide the fate of the pharaoh; expulsion,
execution, enslavement or imprisoning him. However, regardless of your decision, Osman will appear and declare that it is his right to choose. He then kills the pharaoh, striking him in the neck with a dagger. Amascut damages the altar of the soul and kills Jabari cutscene begins with Amascut, Jabari and 2 Thralls on the altar of the soul, with Kharid-ib floating above. Toomeken
speaks through Thrall and Jabari, telling Amaskat to forget her anger, and abandon the task that he fears. Amaskat insists that destruction is necessary, and shouts that she is not his daughter. She finally screams I am Amascut! And the power shoots out Kharid-ib in the four people present, and the screen disappears into black. Make sure to have a free inventory space,
otherwise the Tumeken relic can be extracted from one of the Menafit Royal Guard next to the throne. The quest is complete! Reward (edit the source of editing) Achievements (edit the editing source) 'Phite Club ( 0) - Complete this master quest. You don't currently need any quests or mini quests to complete the source editing. Also: Transcript (edit source editing) Story Update
(edit source editing) Draft history updates is in the process of working - not all updates on the topic can be covered below. See here how to help! hotfix 13 June 2017 (update): The problem that prevented players from purchasing their Phite Club quest award has been fixed. The method has been added for players who on their Phite Club quest award to get it by speaking to the
menaphite royal guard in Throne Room. The title of the quest is a pun on Menafite and the cult film 1999 Fight Club. In the quest, you are repeatedly asked to talk about Club Frit. In the film, it was considered a violation of Rules 1 and 2, which said, Don't talk about Fight Club. There is a known error in which; if a damaged fire was created when the pharaoh strikes half the health
(75,000), and you are teleported (teleport intentionally) to the center. It makes you trapped in a fire; you won't be able to act for a short time. The beginning of cutscene takes enough time to cause unsafe death, however the ring of life, a sign of life, an omen of life, and / or defense skillcape weigh activates and save you. For this reason, it is recommended to wear or wear at least
one of these items and to monitor his health; If he is about 75,000 and caused a fire, wait until he is gone to continue. This error has not yet been fixed. Speaking to Batal in the Working Area, he says: I don't have to tell you that everything is bad. Everyone knows it's bad. Everyone is out of work or afraid of losing their jobs. Frankly, I'm angry! This is a reference to a famous scene
in the 1976 film Network. This quest, along with three others in the Desert series (Stolen Hearts, Diamond in the Rough, and Jack Peak) belong to four costumes in a deck of playing cards. Cards.
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